How to Make a BINGO prize Diaper Cake

Materials: 20-30 diapers (size P, N, or 1), a bottle of baby wash or lotion, a cardboard circle about 12 inches wide, small (rainbow loom size) and large rubber bands, scissors, wrapping and grosgrain ribbon, and a small stuffed animal

Gather your materials

Roll each diaper tightly & secure with a small rubberband

Use a large rubberband to hold 3 rolled diapers to the baby wash, then keep tucking more diapers in until you have a base as wide as your cardboard circle

Make a second (smaller) tier of diapers the same way

Tie each tier tightly with wrapping ribbon and knot the ribbon. Cut the rubberband and take it off the cake. Use the grosgrain ribbon to hold both tiers together (wrap over the top of both layers then cross the ribbon under the cardboard and bring it back up) and to tie on the stuffed animal with a bow!